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ABSTRACT
Intelligent tutoring system (ITS) authoring tools are productivity applications that aid humans in developing adaptive tutors. Authoring tools have the potential to reduce the skill, resources, and effort required to produce a tutor, thereby enabling ITS authoring for individuals without programming or instructional design experience. However, ITSs continue to evolve and authoring tool designs iterate to keep pace. Authoring tool design has been previously framed as a tradeoff between usability, depth, and flexibility. This current paper, however, takes a different look at the design of authoring tools, through the lens of function allocation and levels of automation. The evolution of authoring tools within the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) will be used as an example of how tasks can be allocated (and automated) between humans and software. The paper will discuss lessons learned, implications for system design, and considerations regarding human mental models of adaptive tutor authoring processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs), or adaptive tutors, are learning systems that can collect data about a learner through assessments, reports, and sensors, in order to select and present optimal instructional content based on a unique learner profile. ITSs have been demonstrated to be more effective than one-to-many instruction (e.g., classroom instruction), approaching the effectiveness of one-to-one human tutoring (VanLehn, 2011). However, ITSs have not been widely adopted in educational settings (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2015; Murray, 2004) or military training environments (Sottilare, Graesser, Hu, & Holden, 2013). There are many factors that inhibit the adoption of ITSs within these contexts. A lack of usable and accessible authoring tools for ITSs is among those factors.

Much has been written on the topic of theory - and engineering-based efforts to develop authoring tools that provide to potential authors the functions necessary to create tutors without computer science or instructional design knowledge (Aleven & Sewall, 2010; Mitrovic et al., 2009; Olsen, Belenky, Aleven, & Rummel, 2013; Suraweera, Mitrovic, & Martin, 2010). Murray, specifically, has published numerous works on authoring tools over the past two decades. His work includes analysis of the problem (or opportunity) in which design tradeoffs are made in authoring tools between usability, depth, and flexibility (Murray, 1996, 2014). In summary, increasing the power of the authoring tools (i.e., depth), the applicability of the tools to different domains and problem spaces (i.e., flexibility), or the usability of the tools themselves (i.e., learnability, productivity), comes at a cost to one or both of the other two (Murray, 2004).

This paper does not endeavor to duplicate the effort of those prior works, rather to explore the design of ITS authoring tools in a slightly different way. Specifically, this paper will delve into the following three questions: a) how should ITS authoring tasks be delegated between humans and software? b) For tasks that are delegated to software, what level of task automation is currently appropriate given the average user’s current understanding of ITSs? c) How might automated tutor authoring evolve over the long term? There may not be a clear answer to these questions. Adaptive tutor authoring is a relatively new productivity paradigm. It would be useful to be able to educate current and potential authors about aspects of ITSs and the authoring process in order to build robust mental models of the authoring process and ITSs, in general. Simultaneously, the relative benefit of tutor authoring tools in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, and cost must also be considered. As such, specific efforts in automating parts of the ITS authoring process will also be presented. The current paper will use the authoring tools associated with the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) as a case study in balancing knowledge-building with automation.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Mental Models

Murray (2014) explained that authoring tools should help users build accurate mental models of the ITS building blocks, configurations, and workflow afforded by the authoring tool. This is inherently difficult, because ITSs are evolving, and each ITS will differ in some ways from others. However, mental model theory can provide
guidance to approaching this interaction problem en route to an accurate mental model for the ITS authoring process. Rouse and Morris (1986) described mental models as “mechanisms whereby humans are able to generate descriptions of purpose and form, explanations of system functioning and observed system states, and predictions of future states” (p. 7). Mental models influence users’ expectations regarding a system’s functionality and guide user interaction behavior (Ososky, 2013). Human mental models do not need to be complete or even accurate to be applied to a specific system interaction (Norman, 1986). It is important that human authors understand what ITSs are capable of in order to fully realize the potential of adaptive tutors. Thus, it may be necessary to delegate certain ITS authoring tasks to humans in service of cultivating accurate mental models, even if the computer could do the task more efficiently. Therefore, it would be appropriate to dynamically allocate tasks along various levels of automation, supporting human authors of various skill levels and experiences.

2.2. Task allocation
Task (or function) allocation is the practice of determining which tasks should be delegated to a human, a machine / computer, or some combination of the two. Generally, decisions in task allocation are informed by the principle that humans are better at some tasks than computers, and vice versa (Fitts, 1951). In reality, there are a variety of factors that are considered in task allocation including error rates, fatigue, safety, technology limitations, human values, and human desire to work or learn (see section 2.1). Specifically, in ITS authoring, there is a strong need to build mental models of ITS authoring by humans, specifically instructors, instructional designers, and subject matter experts, because the output of authoring (i.e., tutors) will have far reaching implications in the education and training of learners. Further, since the individual(s) designing the instruction may not be the same individual(s) that administering it, knowledge regarding the functioning of the tutor will need to be communicated. Thus the allocation of authoring tasks between humans and automation (e.g., the authoring tools) should seek to be complementary of one another (Grote, Weik, Wäfler, & Zöllch, 1995), supporting general ITS goals, like developing pedagogically sound instruction, providing personalized tutoring, delivering time/cost savings to stakeholders, and so on. Another aspect of task allocation to consider is the ongoing development of ITS authoring tools. That is the notion of balanced work, as described by Hollanleng and Bye (2000), resulting from “an adjustment by the working system to the performance demands” (p. 255). Resources are derived from humans, technology, and the organization under which the work occurs. In that paper, performance demands included safety and efficiency in the context of nuclear power production. For ITS authoring, the demand may be better described as efficiency and user acceptance. Authors may become more familiar with ITS authoring over time, thus making the process more efficient. However, ITS and their corresponding tools continue to evolve with new features and technologies, which disturb this balance. New features place new burdens on authors, leading to stress and fatigue. Thus, an inefficient (read: frustrating) system may turn authors away from ITSs entirely in favor of easier or “good enough” alternatives to adaptive tutoring (Ososky, 2016). “Good enough” alternatives include non-adaptive learning systems, analog alternatives (e.g., books, flashcards) and/or human-to-human tutoring.

2.3. Automation
Automation, then, is the use of a machine to perform a function or task. Regarding automation of a function for a particular system, Parasuraman, Sheridan, & Wickens (2000) suggested the application of a model for types and levels of automation along a 10 point scale ranging from a fully manual to a fully automated task (Table 1). The middle automation layers are further differentiated by the complementary four-stage model of information processing which includes sensory processing, working memory, decision making, and response selection.

Table 1: Levels of Automation of decision and action selection (Parasuraman et al., 2000, p. 287)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>HIGH. The computer decides everything, acts autonomously, ignoring the human.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Informs the human only if it, the computer, decides to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Informs the human only if asked, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Executes automatically, the necessarily informs the human, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Allows the human a restricted time to veto before automatic execution, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Executes the suggestion if the human approves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Suggests one alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Narrows the selection down to a few, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The computer offers a complete set of decision/action alternatives, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>LOW. The computer offers no assistance; human must take all decisions and actions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That model is operationalized within an ITS authoring tool typically in support of efficiency/usability: auto-fill, intelligent defaults, advanced configuration options, templates, etc. With that comes the same concern that may manifest in other automated systems, automation misuse or disuse. Misuse describes failures resulting from an overreliance on automation capability, while the underutilization of automation is known as disuse (Parasuraman & Riley, 1997). Thus, if too much of the authoring system is automated, humans will have little idea of what it is doing (i.e., poor mental model) and will not be able to review/make changes to the tutor once it is produced. Alternatively, if the automation is poor, cumbersome, or not transparent, an author may lose trust in the ability of the tool to build a valid tutor, and
discontinue use in favor of some other instructional alternative. Again, a dynamic approach to automation may provide a pathway to a useful and reliable authoring system for potential authors of different skill levels, roles, and/or experiences.

3. CASE STUDY
The widespread adoption of ITSs depends upon the ability for relatively low-skill users to be able to create tutoring systems. These tutoring systems give each user a customized/tailored learning experience, which depends runtime content availability. One of the primary goals for the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT; Sottilare, Brawner, Goldberg, & Holden, 2012), an adaptive tutoring architecture, is to lower the entry skill and reduce the time to author ITSs. Pursuant to this goal, two principle methods are being investigated simultaneously: 1) improving the usability of authoring tools and 2) automating parts of the authoring process to reduce the author’s workload. In order to support the former with the latter, the discussion now turns toward the authoring tools contained within GIFT.

3.1. Authoring tools in GIFT
The Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) is “an empirically-based, service-oriented framework of tools, methods, and standards to make it easier to author computer-based tutoring systems (CBTS), manage instruction, and assess the effect of CBTS, components and methodologies” (Sottilare et al., 2013). GIFT is currently under development and includes a number of technologies, features, tools, and methods intended to support a variety of users including instructional designers, authors, instructors, researchers, and learners. The GIFT Authoring Tool (GAT) has undergone a number of major revisions since the project’s origin. Each new version of the GAT has endeavored, in part, to improve authoring usability and efficiency, concurrent with the notion of balanced work.

3.2. ITS Authoring tasks for humans
High-level tasks associated with tutor authoring and management include: 1.) Defining objectives, 2.) Content curation 3.) Sequencing content and overall “course flow” 4.) Creating discrete-time assessments, and 5.) Creating real-time assessments, 6.) Generating learner reports and, 7.) Analyzing ITS data for purposes of tutor refinement. Each of those tasks will be described in the following sections, through the lens of task automation.

3.2.1. Define learning objectives
GIFT represents concepts to be learned as either a flat list (i.e., no hierarchical relationship) or a hierarchy. The lowest level in the hierarchy of concepts require an assessment to determine if the learner has mastered that concept. Leaves may be defined as any concept without a child. Concepts at the leaf level may be rolled up to determine proficiency in higher level concepts. For example, the assessments for concepts noted as circles, parabolas, ellipses, and hyperbolas may be used to assess the parent concept “Examples of Conic Sections and their properties.” This means that each leaf in the hierarchy or item on a list that is assessed contributes to authoring workload as it requires the development of an assessment (e.g., knowledge, skill test, or real-time assessment coupled with an external environment). Currently, this task is fully performed by the human (i.e., Level 1 automation). Even if the system provided ontologies for high-level concepts to form hierarchies, the manner in which those hierarchies may be ultimately structured will likely differ between course designers.

3.2.2. Content curation and creation
Content curation and, subsequently, content sequencing are two tasks that humans are primarily responsible for in GIFT, with little oversight from system. Content creation / curation involves gathering all of the multimedia that will be displayed to the learner, whether created from scratch or taken from another source. GIFT makes the assumption that content curation is an integrated part of the authoring process. In other words, the efforts of finding, retrieving, and organizing content must be performed within the system. We assume this must be done with all content. Authored content need not be created from scratch, but does have to be managed. Some content (e.g., presentation material, surveys, quizzes, multimedia, or simulation scenarios) can be reused. The need for content is primarily driven by the total number of concepts, which include terminal learning objectives (TLOs) and enabling learning objectives (ELOs). In GIFT, concepts can be organized in a hierarchical or linear structure.

3.2.3. Content sequencing and course-flow
Content sequencing involves building the timeline of events that the learner will encounter (Figure 1); in GIFT this is known as the course flow. The course flow is made up of a series of events known as course objects. The current authoring experience is based about a visual course building interface within the Course Creator. From within this interface, all other core aspects of course authoring are accessible to the user. The course flow timeline interface was redesigned based on a flow chart (or discrete event process) metaphor with simple drag-and-drop functionality. The visual structure of the course more accurately suggests the sequencing functions that are available to course authors. The design intent was to evoke a mental model of similar, more familiar interfaces in order to make tutor authoring more learnable for new users. The system provides a set of all possible course objects, displayed in the toolbox on the left-hand side of the interface (similar to automation level 2). Authors can drag and drop objects onto the timeline in any position. Objects already on the timeline can be re-ordered or deleted as needed.
The current authoring experience is based about a visual course building interface within the Course Creator. From within this interface, all other core aspects of course authoring are accessible to the user. The course flow timeline interface was redesigned based on a flow chart (or discrete event process) metaphor with simple drop-and-drop functionality. The visual structure of the course more accurately suggests the sequencing functions that are available to course authors. The design intent was to evoke a mental model of similar, more familiar interfaces in order to make tutor authoring more learnable for new users. The system provides a set of all possible course objects, displayed in the toolbox on the left-hand side of the interface (similar to automation level 2). Authors can drag and drop objects onto the timeline in any position. Objects already on the timeline can be re-ordered or deleted as needed.

3.2.4. Author discrete-time assessments
Creating content for assessment is another task that is, in part, delegated to the author; however, parts of this process are in planning to increase in level of automation. Discrete-time assessments include surveys and question banks, as well as the logic that supports adaptive branching through a course. In the case of the former, that is similar to a media-content creation task (Figure 2). Human authors must generate a set of questions (and responses) for a concept(s) within the course. The author must also designate the correct response(s) and manner in which the question will be scored. If the question is contained within a question bank, the author may also assign a difficulty level to the question.

Within a question bank, the human author must also specific the logic for the number and type of questions that should be randomly displayed to the learner at runtime. That is the point at which we are developing more automation to handle the logic set by the author. In the past would have been responsible for calculating and setting the question selection and scoring criteria for the survey, but usability analysis determined that this created a burden on the author to remember the type and count of each question type (e.g., easy, medium, hard) as well as the possible points available for a particular survey administration. Now, the GAT is moving toward an automated process by which these sums are calculated on-the-fly and dynamically update when changes are made to the survey content. This seemingly superficial change significantly reduces the possibility for display and/or scoring errors during runtime.

3.2.5. Author real-time assessments
Real-time assessment in GIFT refers to the monitoring of learners while engaged in an interactive experience, which could be anything from dynamic slide show content, to an immersive game or simulation experience (e.g., simulation, serious game; see sections 3.2.5 and 3.3.2, respectively). The human author is responsible for setting thresholds at both the recall and practice phases at which the learner will either move onto the next activity, or return to either the rules or examples phases for remediation in the form of additional content. That content comes from the same pool of content described earlier (in 3.2.2), however the content must be tagged with appropriate metadata in order for the tutor to dynamically select content for presentation at runtime. Currently, much of this selection logic is transparent to authors, and was coded based on empirical research and review of the relevant literature. It would be similarly beneficial if agents within the tutoring system were able to make intelligent suggestions regarding the metadata tagging of media content (i.e., automation level 5). Recommendations for such agents can be found in other work (Brawner, 2015).
environment. Those experiences may occur within the practice phase of an adaptive course flow course object (see 3.2.4) or as a standalone activity. The process of creating real-time assessments is inherently complex and contains a number of moving parts. The technical details of how GIFT communicates with external applications is outside the scope of this discussion; however, the relevant aspect of that function is that authors are responsible for interpreting messages and creating assessment logic from inputs provided by the interactive application. Real-time assessment of an interactive application includes four steps to be defined by the author (Figure 3): 1) scenario properties, 2) tasks and concepts 3) instructional strategies and 4) state transitions. An example of this for a virtual excavator simulator is shown in the following figure.

Figure 3: The four step process to create real time assessments for external learning environments is currently a highly manual process.

There, the GAT provides support around automation level 3 (refer back to Table 1 for a refresher), in which options available to the human author in the latter steps of this process are constrained based on human inputs in the earlier part of the authoring process. However, this may be a point at which balanced work is disturbed by the sheer complexity of this process, and the potential for errors during configuration. To that end, the GAT development team is currently working toward a more streamlined workflow for creating real-time assessment of practice environments and other external applications. By providing more of a guided experience through this process, and reaching level 4/5 of automation, the memory burden on the human author can be reduced. In other words, instead of the human author working from a blank slate, an intelligent set of options can be presented from which the author can evaluate. Thus, authors free up cognitive resources to work on other tasks, such as designing feedback or remedial content to improve the quality of the instruction for the learner.

3.2.6. Author tutor interactions

Tutor interactions refer to the tutor’s responses to the learner as the learner interacts with the instructional content. For a survey or quiz, tutor interactions take the form of feedback based on the learner’s responses. The tutor may also take action to provide remediation to the learner, in the case of an adaptive course flow sequence (see 3.2.4). Real-time assessment tutor interactions are much more open ended. Tutors can alter the scenario in an interactive simulation in response to learner behavior, provide encouragement or coaching via a synthetic avatar, or suggest additional instruction on previous concepts. While tutors are expected to interact with the learner without direct human intervention, human authors are currently responsible for manually specifying most of the feedback messages, scenario adaptations, etc. during the authoring process.

3.3. ITS authoring tasks for computers

Automating different functions in GIFT associated with authoring has been explored through different approaches with varying degrees of success including, automated content development from text sources and the development of wizards to guide inexperienced authors. This section discusses current functions in GIFT that seem appropriate for allocation to automation at higher levels. Early portions of the project maintained many of these tasks as human tasks – the exact tasks, formats, structures, and other details were still being defined. The modern case study of GIFT involves many tasks which were originally human-performed, but are now automated.

3.3.1. System-level functions

While not a major step of authoring, per se, we identify system level functions as those tasks that are necessary to the operation of ITS platform, but not necessarily relevant to the goal of creating a tutor. Those include, for example, file management on a server, maintaining users and files within a database, and generating configuration scripts to power the tutor. We will take a closer look at that last example.

At the system-level of GIFT, a set of extensible markup language (XML) files provide the configuration for a particular GIFT course, including the use of learning content, assessments, and external training applications (Sottilare et al., 2013). The current version of the GAT is a cloud-hosted, web-based productivity application (known as GIFT Cloud) that uses flow charts and forms to help users to structure and configure tutors. In terms of function allocation, the construction of the XML code is being automated entirely by the GAT, with virtually no oversight by the author to verify the syntax of the code is error-free. In earlier, downloadable versions of GIFT, however, humans were responsible for writing and maintaining the underlying XML code.

In most cases, save for administrators and power users, system level functions should be automated by the system, and only informing the human when there is an error (automation level 7). This helps to provide balanced work, by reducing the burden on the human author, and allocating more human resources to tasks relevant to tutoring. In writing, this may seem obvious, however many ITSs are borne from development projects, where authoring interfaces (if available at all) are driven by engineering needs, not user-centered design. ITS development, by its nature, outpaces the development of authoring interfaces and tools. Constant monitoring throughout the ITS development project is therefore necessary to ensure that humans are not accidently assigned system-level tasks.
3.3.2. Creating practice and training content

Much of Army training differs from traditional ITS content (e.g., problem-based mathematics and physics tutors) in that it often requires conceptual knowledge (why you are doing something) in addition to procedural knowledge (what to do). At the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL), we are seeking new methods to reduce the skill and time required to author scenario-based simulations and serious games to allow GIFT to automatically author variants of existing training scenarios which are relevant to the authors defined learning objectives. That is similar to content creation (see 3.2.2), however the workload scales exponentially in comparison when learners require an abundance of unique opportunities for interactive practice and evaluation.

The method to address that challenge is called automated scenario generation (ASG; Zook et al., 2012) or evolutionary scenario generation (ESG; Luo, Yin, Cai, Zhong, & Lees, 2017). This method focuses on how to use information from a “parent” scenario to generate hundreds or thousands of “child” scenarios and then rank order the child scenarios according to their relevance to a set of author-defined learning objectives (see 3.2.1).

The automated scenario generation method described would allow a GIFT-based tutor to customize (e.g., change difficulty level of the scenario) in real-time based on the learner’s state (e.g., performance or emotion) or traits (e.g., personality) to optimize their learning, retention, and transfer of skills from training to the operational or work environment. This method would allow ITS developers who want to integrate GIFT with training simulation or serious games (e.g., Virtual Battle Space) to expand existing training capabilities to facilitate adaptive instruction with minimal additional burden on the scenario author.

ASG and ESG are good examples of ideal collaboration between humans and automated authoring tools. At automation level 5/6 the system is providing intelligent suggestions to the human regarding potential scenarios, and the human is able to review those suggestions and make manual changes, as needed.

3.3.3. Reporting and Analytics

There are two authoring-related tasks that occur after a tutor has been created: reporting and analytics. The tasks are described as authoring-related because either may result in changes being made to an existing tutor, or providing a foundation for a new tutor. For purposes of the current discussion, reporting refers to the collection and presentation of data resulting from learners interacting with a course (e.g., instructor dashboard). Analytics, here, refers to the aggregation of learner and system data, perhaps in a historical context, over a long-term (e.g., training effectiveness, return on investment).

Those tasks are combined here because, within GIFT, they are currently accomplished from within the same interfaces in the GAT. At present, these processes are highly manual (automation levels 1 / 2). An event reporting tool is available within the My Research section of GIFT. This tool allows humans to build customized reports by selecting from a set of available data features to compile into a spreadsheet file (Figure 4). Currently, the human is responsible for processing the data in whatever manner they choose. This task has remained mostly manual because GIFT is highly domain independent, meaning that tutors may generate potentially many different types of data.

We are currently investigating best practices in automating this process in the form of dynamically configurable instructor dashboards, and enhanced visualization tools for analytics. The design intent is to reduce the amount of time needed to generate insights from data, as well as reduce the skill level required in order for humans to leverage insights.

4. DISCUSSION

Using GIFT as a case study, we have identified major functions related to adaptive tutor authoring. Each function is evaluated through the lens of function allocation between humans and the system, and the degree to which automated functions within the system support human authors. A primary aim of the present paper was to present evidence and make recommendations for the ongoing design of ITS authoring tools, in general.

4.1. Summary of GIFT authoring automation

The current case study was presented in the context of where the GAT is now with respect to automation. Target levels of automation for those tasks, near or on the horizon, were also described. Those are summarized in Figure 5.

With the exception of system-level functions, it is suggested that most ITS authoring tasks be automated no higher than level 5. This is the point at which the human still approves all decisions and/or suggestions made by the system. Stated differently, it is recommended that a human remains “in the loop” regarding all content and experiences that a learner may encounter when interacting with the adaptive tutor. There are several reasons for this: 1.) Intelligent tutoring, while supported by decades of research, is still relatively novel to some involved in the process of creating and managing instruction. Therefore, keeping the human in the loop...
allows them to build knowledge of an otherwise novel system, while also developing trust in the efficiency and effectiveness of adaptive tutors. 2.) The concept of what an ITS is (and could be) is still evolving, in both features and intelligence. Automating too much of the process may inhibit authors from making technical and creative contributions to the community at-large. 3.) Existing educational models rely upon instructors who are responsible for the student experiences – learning, or failure to learn, is the responsibility of the instructor. The current instructional model is more “sage on the stage” than “guide on the side.” In the future, especially in alternative models of education, the level of automation recommendation may change to reflect higher levels of automation, however more empirical evidence is required to allow systems to autonomously act on system suggestions without human supervisory approval.

Figure 5: Current vs. planned tutor authoring function level of automation in GIFT

4.2. Looking toward the future
The authors would like to end on a discussion of the “art of the possible” – what is the maximum amount of automation possible at each level and what are the probable technologies involved at the high level? This paper presented a view of how a human author affects the system operation, while previous work outlines the operation of system-level functions (Brawner, Sinatra, & Sottilare, in press), or existing system-level function already developed (Brawner, Heylmun, & Hoffman, 2017). First, it is worthwhile to mention that a discussion of learner and instructional modeling has been removed from this work. Other than the configuration of a small number of settings, for which defaults exist, there is nothing that the human user needs to do in order to capture emotional state data from a Microsoft Kinect, or to select the type of instruction used in remediation from a failed quiz. Learner-specific instructional strategies can now be applied directly from provided content without any interaction from the human user – removing this functionality from the discussion of instructor roles. The GIFT system, and the base of instructors / instructional designers that use it, is not necessarily ready for this approach, but it is technically possible to automate the author out of these functions. As an example, if we assume that the author can provide or point to seed content (such as a textbook, deck of PowerPoint slides, etc.), the identification of instructional objectives can be automated via natural language processing technologies. Using the same technologies, the content can be curated into which portions of it address which objectives. Further use of text processing technologies such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Latent Semantic Allocation (LSA) can personalize learning paths based on observed evidence or relation to other topics (Lahti, 2010). In total, a fully automatic authoring process (level 5+) may be possible, as discussed elsewhere (Olney, Brawner, Pavlik, & Koedinger, 2015). Further, an example of “full” (level 5) automation may consist of the techniques and associated technologies described in Table 2.

Table 2: Summary of higher automation authoring tasks and associated technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authoring technique</th>
<th>Enabling technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An analysis of a subset of Wikipedia pages, including the linked-in references</td>
<td>Learning objectives identified LSA / LDA technologies used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An analysis of the learner profile and mapping to the learning objectives</td>
<td>Simple difference calculations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A path mapping of learning objectives through content</td>
<td>$A^*$ (“best first”) search algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation of discrete time assessments</td>
<td>Generation of assessment questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation of distractors / incorrect</td>
<td>Generation of distractors / incorrect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA, Ontology search technologies such as syntactic tree kernels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation of simulation events</td>
<td>Using seed scenarios, scenario generation techniques, simulated students for scenario assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple AI/search technologies, no clear choices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authoring technique</th>
<th>Enabling technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generation of realtime assessments</td>
<td>Deviation from expert performance criterion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple metrics such as standard deviations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of learner data</td>
<td>Typical reporting – grades, trends, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Typical algorithms, clustering of student groups, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Improving systems</td>
<td>Learning appropriate instructional interventions over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Markov decision processes, policy adjustments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CLOSING THOUGHTS
This paper presented a view of the three questions stated earlier: How should ITS authoring tasks be delegated between humans and software? What level of automation is appropriate for tasks that are delegated to software? How might tutor authoring be automated in the future? The answer to all questions is that the system (automation) and user have a collaborative relationship – the system shouldn’t ever present unknown materials to a learner, but suggestions, automation, and assistance is valuable during the authoring process. While there is potential to fully automate ITS creation, human tools to create ITSs will be in use and practice for the foreseeable future. Level 5 automation, where the human has approval ability, but not time-sensitive veto ability, appears to be the “sweet spot” for the various activities of content creation. Simultaneously, the management of pedagogy, learner profiles, reporting, and other tasks can be left to the machine alone.
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